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Campaigning to
PROTECT

Hunted Animals

The ‘civil liberties’ of many country

people have been compromised by

the activities of blood sports

enthusiasts. The route taken during

the hunting of live quarry with dogs

is unpredictable – the pack follows

wherever the hunted animal runs.

Many people have been reported 

to suffer distress and trauma when 

hunts go where they are not welcome,

for example, in gardens, graveyards,

farms and schools.

There are many reports of injury and death caused to

companion animals during hunts. Owners are often

powerless to protect their pets from the pack and suffer

distress and bereavement. Farmers report incidents 

of trespass and the death of their animals. Not just

domestic and farm animals suffer: the hunt’s own dogs

are sometimes injured and killed when they stray on to

roads and railway lines, uncontrolled by the hunters

responsible for their safety. This has also caused major

delays to rail and road travel.

A MORI opinion poll conducted in May 2000 found that

many of those living ‘in the middle’ of the countryside

are aware of the various impacts of hunting with dogs.

Statistically, those polled represented around 3 million

people of whom 1.4 million (45%) were aware of hunting

with dogs throughout Great Britain; 38% of those polled –

representing 1.2 million people who live in the middle of

the countryside – are aware of one or more hunt havoc

incidences: trespassing on private land, holding up local

traffic, damaging fences and local crops, scaring domestic

pets and children, and trespassing on railway lines.

The Committee of Inquiry into Hunting with Dogs in

England and Wales, chaired by Lord Burns, heard from

people who had suffered trespass and disruption caused

by hunts and concluded that: ‘There are too many cases

of trespass, disruption and disturbance. These are most

common where hunts operate too close to residential

areas and interfere with the movement of traffic on roads’.

In looking at the social and cultural aspects of hunting,

one of the conclusions drawn by the Inquiry was that 

for some, the local hunt can seem ‘divisive, intrusive

and disruptive’.

Hunts cause disruption and death

Hunt havoc incidents reported in recent years include: 

January 1999 –  A pack of hounds invaded the garden

of a 70 year-old widow in Oxfordshire. One of her six

cats was attacked and killed: ‘They (the hounds) were

everywhere, in full cry… The next thing I saw was half

of a dead cat in the mouth of a hound coming down the

garden’. Sam Butler, joint Master of the Warwickshire

Hunt and chairman of the Countryside Alliance’s

Campaign on Hunting said, ‘We are extremely sorry.

Hounds hunt by scent. That is a problem we have to 

deal with. Cats are occasionally killed, but if we are

accountable we always take full responsibility’.

Taking liberties in the
countryside
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November 1999 – Six hounds were electrocuted and

killed as the New Forest Fox Hounds trespassed across 

a railway line. The incident was witnessed by

passengers on a London to Bournemouth train that ran

over the bodies of the hounds. The train was then

delayed for almost an hour causing another sixty-one

trains to be delayed. 

January 2000 – A Dalmatian suffered horrific injuries

when its owners were unable to stop the hunt pack

attacking it during a walk in Woodburn Forest in County

Antrim, Northern Ireland. The Dalmatian had numerous

puncture bites all over its body and wounds that required

45 stitches.

October 2000 – A light aircraft with a pilot under

instruction was coming into land at Enstone Airfield,

Oxfordshire. At about 50 feet from the ground the pilot

saw hunt horses crossing the runway in pursuit of the

hounds. The pilot had to pull up sharply and abort his

landing to avoid colliding with the huntsmen. 

November 2000 – The Bedale Hunt hounds got into

the sitting room of a house in Great Smeaton, North Yorks.

The owner, a barrister, was knocked off her feet by a hound

when she went outside. She told the Darlington and

Stockton Times she was worried for the safety of her 5-

month-old daughter who was in a car seat in the room.

She said the hunt had refused to apologise and claimed

they had ignored several solicitors’ letters asking it 

not to go on her land. The same week two children – a 

12-year-old girl and her 10-year-old brother – were

traumatised when they saw a fox being torn apart by 

a pack of hounds in their garden. The hunt was 

the Bramham Moor and the incident happened at

Walton, near Wetherby, West Yorkshire. Their father

said: ‘They apologised about the fox getting into my

garden, but it was as if it was just one of those things.

They said it would have died in seconds, as the hounds

would have got it by the throat, but from what I saw it

was torn to pieces’.

January 2001 – The Wiltshire Times reported the

needless death of three beagles from the Wiltshire and

Infantry Beagles at Steeple Ashton, near Trowbridge. 

A car hit two beagles as they chased a hare across the

A350 between West Ashton and Stoney Gutter with

one of the beagles sustaining fatal injuries. Another 

dog was killed at a nearby roundabout and the third

fatality happened as a dog tried to make its way back to

the pack. 
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Hunt trespass

Farmers and landowners have reported problems with 

trespass. Sue Pratt, a sheep farmer from Devon, has become

increasingly frustrated. ‘I just don't understand why they

feel they have the right to trespass', she says. ‘I think

they think that the countryside belongs to them, and

anyone else’s views are totally irrelevant’.

In September 1998 hounds trespassed repeatedly on

private land during the course of hunts in Hertfordshire.

The landowner concerned threatened the offending

Puckeridge Hunt with injunction action. The hunt

master declared that the possibility of hound trespass

would remain unless the hunt kept a mile away from

unwelcoming properties. Speaking on Radio 4 in April

1990 Nick Fawcett, a Master of Fox Hounds with the

Surrey Union Hunt said: ‘I don’t think I’ve seen a meet

this year where we’ve not gone through somebody’s

back garden.’ Some landowners are forced to the

expense of legal action in an effort to stop hunts

trespassing.

One sheep farmer in Gloucestershire says: ‘Over 20 years

I’ve suffered more damage through the activities of the

hunt than ever from those of the fox’. He lists a litany 

of trespass and damage, including damage to gates, the

death of pregnant ewes and the trampling of lambs by

frightened ewes.

Wendy Leavesley has been the victim of the disruption

that hunts can cause farmers. She has suffered repeated

trespass on her land causing damage and distress to her

sheep. Mrs Leavesley describes the distress caused by

hunts ‘when the Warwickshire Hunt gallop down the road,

the feeling is one of being ambushed and the trespass 

is like a physical violation… the fact is that I cannot

prevent them from killing a fox on my property, nor can

I prevent them from invading my land. I’ve sent them

maps, I’ve telephoned them, written to them by recorded

delivery and yet my civil rights are violated’.

The Solution

If hunting with dogs were banned rural people would 

no longer have the same risks of hunts tearing through

their gardens, their pets being attacked and out-of-control

hounds being run over on railway lines. The risks of 

such trespass and disruption would likely be reduced

significantly by conversion to drag hunting, where the

route taken by the hounds can be predetermined by 

the hunt. 


